Proxy Welcomes Mike Barbee as new Board Chairman
Reston, VA –October 8, 2012 – Proxy Technologies is pleased to announce the
appointment of Mike Barbee as the new Board of Directors Chairman, effective October 4.
Bob Davis, CEO and President of Proxy Technologies, said “Mike Barbee’s background in
growing businesses and working with private equity investors is a welcome addition to the
company and will add value to Proxy’s Board.”
Currently the President of Barbee Executive Management, Barbee was previously
President of Wamnet Government Services, a $200 million network management services
company supporting the Federal Government. Prior to his tenure at Wamnet, Barbee
served as Vice President at Lockheed Martin.
Barbee holds an engineering degree from the University of Virginia and a Masters in
Management from Purdue University.
Proxy is a software and systems integrator specializing in the development of tactical,
multi-vehicle, cooperative and autonomous control systems and optionally manned
vehicles. Proxy’s Universal Distributed Management System (UDMS)™ and Virtual Pilot
(VP) patented technologies are software solutions allowing Unmanned Systems (UxS) to
perform the tasks required for complex tactical control. The VP allows one operator to
control up to 12 unmanned vehicles and 20 additional sensors or ground control stations.
This capability is a significant advantage over traditional existing UxSs, which require one
operator to manage each individual vehicle.
Proxy is a leader in Cooperative Flight, and multi-UAV mission management software.
Proxy has also developed and tested the SkyRaider® platform as an advanced heavy
payload unmanned aircraft. It is designed for low and medium-altitude missions for
persistent intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance operations, battle damage
assessments and communications relay roles.
About Proxy Technologies, Inc.
Proxy is a pioneer in optionally piloted aircraft and multi-aircraft Cooperative Flight control systems.
Proxy’s solutions can be adapted to a wide range of existing piloted aircraft and Unmanned Vehicle
platforms allowing a single mission commander to manage multiple vehicles simultaneously. Proxy
was incorporated as a small business in 2005. For more information visit www.proxyaviation.com
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